THE SEVEN COMMANDMENTS
OF INTEL OPTANE SSDS

1.

THINK
AGILITY
It is no understatement that
the Optane is the world’s most
responsive SSD. It has a
mixture of features which
makes it a compelling choice
for storage infrastructure.

LOW
3. THINK
LATENCY

2. THINK
ENDURANCE

The P4800X is an exceptionally robust
storage device. Whenever there are
write intensive applications, there
are almost no alternatives in the
market that can match it’s DWPD
endurance capabilities.

THINK
.
4 CACHING

Optane’s data read capabilities

Given the performance that

are far superior to over NVME

moves Optane storage closer to

drives. It has exceptionally

DRAM performance, it can store

low latency which means the

critical data that would

reaction time to data retrieval

normally be stored in DRAM

is significantly lower.

tier.

QUALITY
5. THINK
OF SERVICE
When dealing with critical data,
you want to ensure that there is no
drop off in the performance of your
storage that could cause issues
with your application and user
experience. Optane P4800X has
industry leading QoS that
safeguards your workload against
unexpected performance failure.

7. THINK

6. THINK

TCO

In it’s various guises,Optane

makes a compelling argument in
terms of TCO. The fact that it can
replace some of DRAMs
functionality, that it can has
consistent performance (QoS), that
it is highly durable, you trade
the expense of Optane against
factors which could cause your
business to incur more significant
costs.

METADATA

Metadata (data about data),is crucial in the performance of large datasets. When you need
to find and retrieve a data record, metadata acts as an index allowing faster retrieval.
Since your data might be changing or growing on a transactional basis, your metadata is
being continuously updated. It needs to reside on a format that is reliable and fast.
experience. Optane P4800X has industry leading QoS that safeguards your workload against
unexpected performance failure.

OPTANE MYTHS

1. OPTANE IS TOO EXPENSIVE.
For a lot of use-cases, Intel Optane P4800X can help to reduce your TCO,
using Optane SSD to replace some DRAM functionality etc.

2. THE READ-WRITE IOPS FROM OPTANE SSDS ARE
OFTEN ON PAR OR LOWER THAT COMPETITOR SSD
SOLUTIONS
SSDs like Samsungs 983 ZET and PM1733 could be used for caching at a lower
price than Optane, however you would not have the same level of endurance
or quality of service that you get with Optane making the potential for
issues with the performance of your data far higher.

3. OPTANE SSDS ARE JUST HIGHLY PROVISIONED VNAND SSD
No, the technology that Intel uses is called 3DXpoint and is not made in
the same way as traditional 3D nand.

4. OPTANE SSDS CAN ENTIRELY REPLACE DRAM
MODULES WHEN USED WITH IMDT TECHNOLOGY
No, it still requires traditional DRAM in the solution. IMDT with the
Optane SSDs use the DRAM as a kind of cache so that your system will show
the DRAM capacity as the sum of your Optane drives. Furthermore, whilst
being an extremely fast and responsive technology, it still is somewhat
lower performance that traditional DRAM. However given the larger

capacities and lower cost per $ than DRAM, it can significantly increase the
available system “memory” for cheaper.

5.THE CAPACITIES AVAILABLE FOR OPTANE ARE TOO SMALL
COMPARE TO OTHER NVME SSDS WHERE IT’S POSSIBLE FOR
DOUBLE DIGITAL TB CAPACITIES.
Optane is not designed to be a mass storage device. Rather it gives huge
performance benefits to mass storage mediums (think QLC SSDs or even spindle
HDDs) by acting as the caching tier for this storage.

6.OPTANE MAKES SENSE IN EVERY APPLICATION.
Unfortunately no, whilst there are a wide range of use cases for Optane, there
are of course situations where a traditional 3D Nand NVMe will suffice –
especially where endurance, latency and QoS are not critical.

OPTANE USE CASES
The positioning for Intel Optane
Datacenter SSDs is not solely
about speed (IOPS and Sequential
R/W) since there are other SSDs
like the Samsung 983 ZET which
have similar or slightly better
throughput.
Optane is not for every scenario
but any critical workloads which
require consistency, low latency
and endurance.

On the right are workloads where
either low latency and
consistent high performance are
critical. For example, in a
database workload you require
consistent read and write
performance. Transactional data
like the ones you find in
financial institutions need to
happen in microseconds.
The real costs to business for
using hardware which is not
optimal can cost far more than
using the best hardware.
To learn more about how to sell
Intel Optane DC SSDs to your
customers, contact the sales
team at Taurus Europe on
+31 23 561 0331.

